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Abstract

The spread of Antisemitic and Islamophobic content in a
longstanding problem, in particular within fringe Web com-
munities. In this work, we attempt to analyze the spread of
Antisemitic and Islamophobic content on 4chan’s Politically
Incorrect board (/pol/) using a lexicon-based approach. We
use an openly-accessible knowledge graph, word embedding
techniques that allow us to assess semantic similarity be-
tween terms, as well as manual annotations to create 2 lex-
icons. A lexicon of 48 Antisemitic terms and another lexi-
con of 135 Islamophobic terms. Then, by extracting all posts
containing these terms from /pol/, we assess the popularity
and veracity (i.e., what percentage of posts that contain these
terms are actually Antisemitic/Islamophobic). We find that
93% and 81% of posts that contain terms from our lexicons
are Antisemitic and Islamophobic, respectively. Also, we find
that the veracity and frequency of these terms greatly varies
on 4chan’s /pol/. Finally, using topic modeling, we provide
an overview of how popular Antisemitic and Islamophobic
terms are used on 4chan’s /pol/. To conclude, we make pub-
licly available our lexicons for Antisemitic and Islamophobic
terms, which are likely to be useful for researchers working
on Antisemitism/Islamophobia or hate speech in general.

Disclaimer. In this paper we analyze content that we con-
sider as derogatory, offensive or racist. We thus warn the
reader(s) that in the rest of this paper, we do not censor any
of the language and suggest reader discretion.

1 Introduction
The increased access to Internet and social media platforms
has led to sprawling of Internet communities and cultures on
“mainstream” social networks like Facebook, Twitter etc. At
the same time, it has also allowed for more opportunities for
congregation of niche and clandestine user communities like
Gab, 8chan, 4chan which are sometimes referred to as the
“fringe” web communities. Often do these communities act
as meeting grounds for racist and nationalistic movements
to flourish online (Breland 2020). Actors from these groups
in recent times have actively carried out real world violence
resulting in injuries and deaths of innocent people (Austin
2019). Reports in News media (Evans 2018) suggest, these
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communities in particular 4chan’s /pol/ may have “radical-
ized” these “active users” from benign users to terrorists.
Two such example is the case of the Pittsburgh synagogue
shooter and the Christchurch mosque shooter (Perry 2020).
Hence, we cannot understate the role of fringe web com-
munities like 4chan’s politically incorrect messaging board
(/pol/) and their impact.

In this work, we attempt to provide a methodical study of
Antisemitism (AS) and Islamophobia (IP) on /pol/ with our
aim to draw effective analyses, from a clandestine platform
that is often considered to use niche language and coded ref-
erences (Zannettou et al. 2020) to attack minority religious
and ethnic groups and is notorious for far-right and racist
content (Papasavva et al. 2020). In order to analyze the AS
and IP content on the platform we restrict our focus to the
“terms” that are directly used as AS / IP tropes or indirectly
connote such behavior. We thus aim to take a lexical (term/-
word focused) approach to curate lexica (here plural for, lex-
icons) one for AS and one for IP. Additionally, we are also
motivated by the need to have an effective lexicon to extract
“relevant” posts and collect datasets for conducting research
in this domain. Thus our study takes a lexical approach in
understanding the prevalent Antisemitism and Islamophobia
on /pol/ and the nuances thereof. To this end, our research
work attempts to answer the following research questions:

• RQ1: How to create lexica for identifying Antisemitism
and Islamophobia and how accurate are the terms that we
use for analyzing Antisemitic/Islamophobic hate speech
on /pol/?

• RQ2: In what context are the frequently mentioned An-
tisemitic and Islamophobic terms used in? Are there ob-
servable patterns/similarities/differences?

To provide answers to the above-mentioned questions, we
use several methods that allow us to create lexica and an-
alyze the contexts that terms appear. Specifically, to create
our Antisemitic and Islamophobia lexica, we use a combina-
tion of publicly available knowledge graphs, word embed-
ding models trained on 4chan’s /pol/, and manual annota-
tions. The combination of these methods allow us to gen-
erate both general-purpose lexica related to Antisemitism
and Islamophobia, as well as identify terms that are specif-
ically used in fringe Web communities like /pol/. To ana-
lyze the context and topics that our Antisemitic/Islamopho-



bia terms appear on 4chan’s /pol/, we use a topic modeling
approach that leverage Sentence Embeddings and clustering
techniques (Grootendorst 2020) that allow us to extract clus-
ters of posts that we later qualitatively analyze.

Main Findings. Our main findings are:

• RQ1: We find that the terms in our curated lexica (AS
lexicon and IP lexicon) are effective in identifying AS/IP.
By manually annotating samples of 50 posts per each
term from our IP/AS datasets, we find an accuracy of
93.83 % for posts including Antisemitic terms and &
81.18% for posts including Islamophobic terms (i.e.,
93% of the posts that include Antisemitic terms are in-
deed Antisemitic). Also, we find that users on /pol/ “pre-
fer” to use certain specific AS / IP term(s) overwhelm-
ingly more than others. Especially, we note that this dif-
ference is more noticeable in case of Antisemitic terms
example, an AS term “kike” is referenced in around 67%
of the total Antisemitic posts we study.

• RQ2: We find that among the most mentioned AS
terms. Most (used) important terms for ‘all’ topical clus-
ters yielded for each term reference names of religions,
names of geo-political entities along with extensive us-
age of antisemitic tropes. Our meta-labeling of themes
for topical clusters suggests that discussions related to
‘Donald Trump as a jewish agent’ is observale for posts
mentioning ‘kike’. Similarly, we find the theme of ‘Holo-
caust denail’ in posts mentioning terms, ‘shlomo’ and
‘juden’. Along with this, we also observe the theme
where posts refer to Jordan Peterson as Juden Peterson
in an antisemitic wordplay. For most mentioned IP terms
our contextual analysis shows that topical clusters related
to these terms always reference names of religions, geo-
political entities along with islamophobic, antisemitic or
racist symbolism. We also observe that the term ‘paki’ is
almost always used in narratives related to racism against
people of color.

2 Related Work
In this section we review previous work. We differentiate
between previous work as work focusing on generic hate
speech (not specifically limited to an individual race or mi-
nority group like AS or IP) and work specific to AS and IP.
We focus on works that analyse fringe web communities like
/pol/.

Generic Hate speech Recent years have seen an increased
interest in the area of hate speech research on fringe web
communities in particular the recency of the related works
we present here show that this interest has resulted in mul-
tiple studies that specifically focus on /pol/. Generic studies
such as (Papasavva et al. 2020) which provide public ac-
cess to their dataset of 134.5M posts from /pol/ (June 2016
- November 2019) observe that around 27% of these posts
can be considered as “Severely Toxic” and containing ex-
tremely unpleasant and/ or hateful content. Similarly, (Hine
et al. 2017) focus on /pol/ and use Hatebase as a source for
‘terms’ to extract and analyse 8M posts from June 2016 to
September 2016. They note that 12% of these posts contain

hate speech. (Zannettou et al. 2018) analyse the multi-modal
aspect of /pol/ and report that among the 4.3M images they
study, they report that a substantial amount are infact racist
and hateful memes that are common in fringe Web commu-
nities like /pol/.

Antisemitism and Islamophobia specific studies Our
study reveals that there are works that analyse antisemitism
on fringe platforms such as /pol/. In a study dedicated to
analysis of antisemitism (Zannettou et al. 2020) study 67.4M
posts and 5.8M images, their main findings reveal that anti-
semitic terms are closely associated with the generic terms
that reference judaism or jews in terms of cosine similarities
and there exist substantial antisemitic memes with diverse
themes on the platform. Similarly, (Mittos et al. 2020) anal-
yse 1.3M posts regarding a different subject altogether, they
intend to study conversations regarding “genetic testing” but
their results reveal that antisemitic language is a substantial
feature of such conversations. A similar study on /pol/ by
(Zelenkauskaite et al. 2021) that does a comparative analy-
sis of AS and IP around Pittsburgh and Christchurch attacks,
observes that there exist a “dedicated” user base on the plat-
form that support the said attacks. Another study by (Craw-
ford, Keen, and Suarez-Tangil 2021) that assesses 135K im-
ages for violence and extremism on 4chan,8kun and other
niche websites, shows that out of the 20 most popular im-
ages shared 12 contained an “omnibus” of AS conspiracies.
Similarly (Samuel C. Woolley 2020) perform a qualitative
analysis to study dissemination of islamophobia on Gab and
note that around 27% of the 12k posts they compile con-
tain islamophobic references (keywords). Works on AS like
(Chandra et al. 2021) that study 3,102 and 3,509 posts on
Twitter and Gab respectively, observe that the majority posts
they analysed contained AS. They also lament the lack of
“rigorous” works studying the phenomenon.

3 Lexica Methodology & Dataset
Constructing Antisemitism and Islamophobia Lexica
Our methodology mainly relies on semantic similarity ap-
proaches to curate specialized hate speech (AS and IP) lex-
ica. Previous work (Zannettou et al. 2020) details the coded
or nuanced nature of hate speech references lend credence
for reliance on semantic approaches. To this end, we formu-
late a detailed 3-step approach to curate our two lexica, one
each for AS and IP. In detail our methodology is described
in the following three steps:
Step 1: We utilize a word similarity and word analogy based
paradigm to populate our lexica. For this approach, we make
use of Concept Net (Speer, Chin, and Havasi 2017), a gen-
eral knowledge graph that connects words and phrases of
natural language (terms) with labeled, weighted edges to
other terms. As noted by (Speer and Lowry-Duda 2017),
instead of simply being a large gazetteer of ‘named enti-
ties Concept Net aims to represent the general and known
relationships between frequently-used words and phrases.
We lend further credence to our choice by highlighting that
Concept Net is a freely-available, open access semantic net-
work that showcases state-of-the-art results for word simi-
larity and analogy tasks (Speer and Lowry-Duda 2017). In
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Figure 1: Concept Net methodology (Step 1) Figure best
viewed in color and when zoomed.

addition to its performance and open accessibility, we note
the sheer volume of “diverse” matrices of embeddings it
utilises, precisely, the word2vec embeddings trained on 100
billion words of Google News using skip-grams with nega-
tive sampling (Mikolov et al. 2013) and the GloVe 1.2 em-
beddings trained on 840 billion words of the Common Crawl
(Pennington, Socher, and Manning 2014). This reflects the
point about it being able to capture how terms relate to one-
another over the Internet. We use Concept Net 5.8 via its
online web interface1 between April 2021 and June 2021.
Initially, we source a set of general seed terms to query
into Concept Net that reference terms related to the phe-
nomena we study i.e., general terms about Judaism/Jews and
Muslims/Islam available on the Internet. For this we collect,
33 general terms (like Aliyah, Bar mitzvah, etc.) which are
used about or related to, Jews/Judaism from (RMC 2019)
and 18 terms (like Allah, Salah, etc.) related to Muslim-
s/Islam from (Luckie 2011). Thereon, we use Figure 1 to
showcase how we use Concept Net in our work with an ex-
ample. For each phenomenon under question (IP or AS), a
word list consisting of the above mentioned seed terms is
queried into Concept Net. For each queried term a list of
“Similar Terms” are returned by Concept Net. These simi-
lar terms are in fact terms that are, (a) semantically related
or (b) the derived form of the queried term that Concept Net
returns to us. In Stage 2, the similar terms are checked and
subsequently either rejected, or if found relevant to the phe-
nomenon under question (i.e., related to Islam/Muslims or
Jews/Judaism) they are iteratively added to the “Word list”
and used for further querying. In case a term is found to be
Antisemitic or Islamophobic it is inserted into the respec-
tive Lexicon (shown as Lexicon in Figure). This process is
exhibited in the Stage 2 of the Figure 1. Wherein from the
‘Similar Terms’ returned, the word “sunni” is marked us-
ing manual assessment as being relevant to the phenomenon
being studied and hence added to the list of words to be
queried further, also the word “musloid” that we consider
to be an Islamophobic pejorative is added to the IP lexicon.
Ultimately, we discover 40 terms for IP lexicon and 16 for
AS lexicon using Concept Net in the first step of our curation
methodology.

Step 2. In this step we aim to robustify our lexica against
coded language and niche referencing of minority groups
in hateful contexts which seems to be a feature of /pol/

1https://conceptnet.io

Word Similarity Word Similarity
muzzie 0.8239 rapefugee 0.7087
mudslime 0.8097 shitskin 0.6992
arab 0.7778 somalian 0.6987
somali 0.7550 sandnigger 0.6907
islamic 0.7106 sunni 0.6801

Table 1: Top ten words that are similar in their cosine sim-
ilarities with the term “muslim” and their respective cosine
similarities in /pol/ dataset (July 2016 - October 2019)

(Zannettou et al. 2020). We do this by incorporating terms
and techniques from previous research work. Specifically
for each lexicon, we proceed with the following approach:
AS: For robustifying our AS lexicon we make use of the co-
sine similarity results presented by (Zannettou et al. 2020)
in the section related to “Text Analysis” wherein they train
a word2vec model on /pol/ data collected by them be-
tween July 2016 to January 2018. As model parameters
they choose the context window size of 7 and consider only
words that appear at least 500 times in the dataset. From
their results about the top 10 most similar words to the word
‘jew’, we choose 6 terms and add them to our list. These 6
terms are: (((jew))) , kike , goyim , jewri , juden, heeb. Fur-
thermore, we cross-reference these terms with Hatebase and
discovered that all these terms exist on the platform in some
form or another thus lending further credence to this curation
approach. IP: Similar to above, we aim to discover coded IP
terms on /pol/ from previous works, but as maybe noted from
our Related Work (section), to the best of our knowledge we
note that no such previous work exists. Therefore, we our-
selves undertake the same approach as that of (Zannettou
et al. 2020) as described above, to find coded islamophobic
terms. Subsequently, we train a word2vec model (Mikolov
et al. 2013) to generate word vectors for words from a pub-
licly available /pol/ dataset (Papasavva et al. 2020) which
contains all posts from /pol/ from July 2016 to October 2019.
Our results are shown in Table 1. Among these 10 words
we choose 5 words: muzzie, mudslime, rapefugee, shitskin,
sandnigger our selection is again based on the knowledge of
the domain. Similar to the step related to AS (above), we
cross reference these 5 terms with Hatebase and note that all
the terms appear on the platform.

Step 3. We further strengthen our lexica for AS and IP
by scraping the available list of AS and IP terms found on
Hatebase between April 2021 to June 2021. We limit our
selection of hateful terms to english terms. This results in
selection of 90 terms for IP lexicon and 26 for AS lexicon.
Our final lexica include 48 terms for AS and 135 terms in our
IP lexicon.2 We show an overview of all the lexica curation
steps in Figure 2.

Dataset. To study the extent and behavior of the usage
of Antisemitic and Islamophobic terms on /pol/ we use a
dataset of all /pol/ posts between July 2016 to February

2The final lexica can be found anonymously via https://github.
com/schetudiante/asip/



Lexicon Step 1 Step 2 Step 3 Total
AS 16 6 26 48
IP 40 5 90 135

Table 2: Overview of the composition of our 2 lexica after
each step of our curation.
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Figure 2: Frequency of posts for each day in our datasets.

#posts %posts containing AS/IP
Antisemitism 1,995 93.83%
Islamophobia 4,238 81.18%

Table 3: Results from manual annotation showing the per-
centage of posts that contain AS/IP.

2021 which include 204, 097, 331 posts. We acquire this
data from the authors of (Papasavva et al. 2020). We then
parse each post from this dataset into 2 large-scale datasets
each for AS and IP. We do this by searching for terms from
our final lexica. Specifically, before searching the posts we
first pre-process the content of each post by removing num-
bers, HTML tags, links, user handles, 4chan specific quote
markings and Unicode. Hereon, we refer to these 2 parsed
datasets as AS dataset and IP dataset. Throughout our study
we utilize these datasets for the analyses we make. In terms
of the volume of posts, the AS dataset contains 2, 015, 753
posts and the IP dataset contains 849, 252 posts. In Figure 2
we show the frequency of daily posts for both our datasets.
We observe that AS posts for each day generally outnumber
the IP posts on /pol/. This result is not surprising and vali-
dates previous works like (Zannettou et al. 2020) that note
the overwhelming Antisemitic character of /pol/.

4 Results
Term Effectiveness
In this section, we attempt to answer RQ1 which seeks to ex-
plore: “How accurate are the terms from our curated lexica
to analyse AS and IP hate speech on /pol/?”. We resolve the
notion of accuracy of a term (and by extension all terms in
our lexica) by the following two factors: 1) Frequency that

refers to how many posts reference a specific AS/IP term
and 2) Veracity that refers to how many posts that include
AS/IP terms are indeed sharing Antisemitic/Islamophobic
hate speech.

For the former, we simply count the number of posts that
reference each term in our lexica. For the latter, we use hu-
man evaluation, specifically, for each of the 48 AS terms
and 135 IP terms in our respective lexica, we choose a ran-
dom sample of 50 posts for each term. One of the authors
of this work then manually annotates each post to assess if
the post is sharing AS or IP. Table 3 reports the number of
annotated posts for AS and IP, as well as the percentage of
posts that are considered as sharing Antisemitic/Islamopho-
bic hate speech. We can observe that 93.83% of posts that
contained terms from our AS lexicon are annotated as Anti-
semitic, while at the same time around 81% posts featuring
IP terms are annotated as Islamophobic.

When establishing veracity, we focus on the results of
manual annotation for each specific term. We show the re-
sults from our manual annotation specific to veracity of each
term in Figure 3, as we are constrained by space limita-
tions, here, we only display the 15 most mentioned terms
that are sorted by the number of posts that mention them.
We observe in Figure 3 that there is an overwhelming dis-
crepancy in the usage of terms in the datasets. In AS lexi-
con, the term “kike” which occurs as antisemitic in 98% of
the annotated posts is used in almost 67% of total posts in
our AS dataset, this fact alone establishes that this term is
an overwhelmingly “preferred” AS term (among the terms
from our AS lexicon) on /pol/. Similarly, it maybe observed
from the results in Figure 3b that the most commonly occur-
ring term from the IP lexicon, “shitskin” that accounts for
26.7% of total IP posts occurs as Islamophobic in only 30%
of posts in our manual annotation however, we impress upon
the “anecdotal evidence” from our annotations that suggests
that this term is often deployed in a “generic” racist hate
speech against diverse groupings of ethnically “non-white”
communities if not specifically for IP. Here, we provide two
examples (among a much larger set of available posts), as:
(A) “no doubt a nigger, they would have stated it was a white
guy if possible. Any time race is left out you know it is a shit-
skin”. (B) “that is rich coming from a shitskin pikey”.

We note a similar behavior in posts referencing the terms:
“mongrel” , “turkroach”, “moor”,“abbo” & “mudshit”. We
also observe that in AS dataset the percentage of posts that
contain at least one term from the 15 highest occurring AS
terms is 99% while the same distribution of posts in IP
dataset that refers to top 15 IP terms is a bit more diverse
and stands around 91.8%. Finally, we note that the results
from this section with regard to RQ1 do reflect that our cu-
rated lexica are “effective” when it comes to capturing AS
and IP posts. We also gain a semblance that among the terms
from our lexica, users on the platform overwhelmingly pre-
fer specific AS and IP terms more than others and that there
are certain terms that are also deployed in general racist hate
speech.
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Figure 3: Usage of individual AS or IP terms in our datasets. We report the number and percentage of posts that include each
term in /pol/. We also report the percentage of the posts that are actually considered Antisemitic or Islamophobic (based on our
manual annotations on 50 randomly selected posts for each term). Figure best viewed in color.

word Topic 1 Topic 2 Topic 3 Topic 4 Topic 5

kike jews, kike, jew, god,
jesus

hitler, kike, germany,
german, did

israel, kike, iran,
israeli, jews

trump, puppet, kike,
israel, biden

kike, nose, like,
looks, fucking

goyim white, whites,
goyim, jews, race

kikes, kike, goyim,
just, fucking

christianity, jews,
jesus, god, christians

shut, know, goyim,
oy, vey

jews, goyim,
information, people,

like

shlomo kike, fuck, shlomo,
kikes, oven

white, whites,
shlomo, race, people

shlomo, pls, time,
stop, coming

try, nice, shlomo,
harder, digits

hitler, gas, holocaust,
shlomo, jews

jewry christianity, jews,
jesus, god, jewry

trump, jewry, just,
like, jews

hitler, germany,
jewry, poland,
international

jewry, level, anon,
like, just

white, whites, jewry,
people, jews

juden peterstein, juden,
peterson, like, just

die, und, das, der,
den

juden, kys, rat, turbo,
bantz

extermination, jews,
million, ich, juden

white, whites,
niggers, juden, race

(a) AS dataset

word Topic 1 Topic 2 Topic 3 Topic 4 Topic 5

shitskin white, whites,
shitskin, things,

people

nigger, niggers,
shitskin, fuck,

fucking

jews, israel, jew,
shitskin, jewish

shitskin, ahahahaha,
know,like, lol

muslim, islam,
muslims, shitskin,

religion

paki paki, based, hes,
like, accent

paki, looks, like,
fucking, girl

nigger, niggers, paki,
kike, chink

paki, stfu, spotted,
pak, intellectuals

shop, food, paki,
shops, kebab

sandnigger islam, sandnigger,
muslim,muslims, kys

nigger, niggers,
sandnigger, kike,

spic

sandnigger, detected,
butthurt, seething,

crying

jews, jew,
sandnigger, jewish,

just

fuck, sandnigger,
country, shut, cares

muzzies christians, muzzies,
christianity,

christian, god

muzzies, uk, london,
british, brits

jews, muzzies, jew,
hate, jewish

india, sikhs,
muzzies, hindus,

pakis

israel, jews, muzzies,
israeli, palestine

mongrel jews, jew, mongrel,
jewish, israel

poland,germany, ger-
man,germans,mongrel

mongrel, fucking,
fuck, illiterate, read

arab, mongrel, arabs,
iran, iranian

greek, greeks, turks,
mongrel,turk

(b) IP dataset

Table 4: Top five topical clusters for posts regarding five most mentioned AS and IP terms on /pol/. Colors indicate meta-labels
for clusters.

Contextual Analysis

In this section, we attempt to answer RQ2 which seeks to
explore: What context(s) are the frequently mentioned AS
and IP terms used in? Are there observable patterns/simi-
larities/differences?. First we explain our methods and pro-
cesses by which we perform this analysis.
Topic modelling methodology. In order to analyze the
context associated with the most frequently used AS and
IP terms, we use a Bidirectional Encoder Representations
from Transformers (BERT) based topic modeling method
by (Grootendorst 2020) (herewith, referred to as Topic Mod-
eler). We make this choice based on its competitive perfor-
mance on benchmarks, ‘Topic Coherence’ and ‘Topic Di-
versity’ (Grootendorst 2022) as we believe that these are
important to us given that our datasets contain ‘niche’ lan-
guage and diversely varied length of posts. To gain better
results we follow the advice of the authors of (Grooten-

dorst 2022) who suggest that leveraging state-of-the-art lan-
guage (embedding) can increase the performance. We uti-
lize all available language embedding models made avail-
able by (Reimers and Gurevych 2019) in tandem with our
Topic Modeler. Specifically, we test all the pre-trained em-
bedding models with competitive performance on seman-
tic similarity tasks from (Reimers and Gurevych 2019) that
are openly available3 to use. Among all the embedding
models we tested on our dataset, we select ‘all-mpnet-v1’
based on the above mentioned benchmarks as evaluated us-
ing measures from (Řehůřek and Sojka 2010) in compar-
ison to other models and the ‘quality’ of topics yielded
that were evaluated by human evaluation. After furnishing
the embedding(s) for our posts using our Topic Modeler,
to reduce the dimensionality of the high dimensional em-
bedding space, the Uniform Manifold Approximation and

3https://www.sbert.net/



Islamophobic fear of
"takeover" of west
(IPFOTW) 

Expert

1. I know the muzzies block vote for the labour party, do nog churches do the same? 
2. Fucking hell, the muzzies really have taken the EU, have not they? 
3. The natural response is there are too many muzzies in the west end then.

1. race war starts whites vs muzzies meanwhile, jews laughing in the back its not that hard to
understand.
2. He thinks USA will go down Jews need to keep your country alive at least for now. They
will use everything to maintain status quo in your society. Without you Israel will be eaten
by muzzies in few years.
3. opposing jews are much different then why the left opposes them 1. They exploit western
goyim countries ... need some muzzies to take care of this 

1. You let muzzies rape your daughters.
2. White whores are not having kids cuz Christcucks gave them rights. Empowered whores.
Muzzies have alll the babys. This is math.
3. All white men get cucked these days, but the good thing is that this means you are white
too Vasilij :3 it is also quite fun to tell women to fuck off if you find out they have been with
muzzies/googles whatever.

Islamophobic
misogyny (IPM)   

Topic 1
 

Topic 2 

london, uk, british,
britain, brits,
england, brexit,
police, eu, labour

israel, jews, jew,
jewish, hate, kikes,
israeli goyim,
,muslims, palestine

women, men, fags
, woman, rape,
gays, gay, girls,
trannies, faggot 

1

TOPICAL
CLUSTERS 
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women, america,
noway, europe,
merkel, girl, car,
hoot, alone, attack 

4

Global antisemitic
conspiracy theory
(GASCT)   

Topic 3 
Topic 4 

 NO LABEL 

1. When its so eazie muzzies why wont them jews allow for some ploughing of goyim.
based kek
2. how are the kikes doing in germany? It seems to me the weather is awfully great for
muzzies to hit on some troves knowing kind woah  
3. It is a sad day for us as europe has finally left its values, cometh muzzies wave weis it. 

1

 
post 1.
post 2.
post 3.

......

......

muzzies

META LABELS 

2

3

Figure 4: Methodology for assigning meta labels

Projection (UMAP) approach (McInnes and Healy 2018) is
utilised. Then, our Topic modeler uses the HDBSCAN al-
gorithm (McInnes, Healy, and Astels 2017) to cluster the
embeddings. Our Topic modeler yields: (a) Topical clus-
ters consisting of terms (or topics) that occur consistently
in posts that the model considers to be similar using a class
based TF-IDF approach (Grootendorst 2022). Each topical
cluster shows terms per cluster that can be considered as
the description of the topics within a cluster according to
(Grootendorst 2020). (b) Representative posts for each top-
ical cluster which are the “exemplar” data points that the
clustering algorithm (HDBSCAN) considers to be most rep-
resentative of a cluster (McInnes, Healy, and Astels 2017).
HDBSCAN “considers” a post(s) an “exemplar(s)” by fo-
cusing on places in a cluster where it is most dense. Our
Topic modeler utilises the approach by (Grootendorst 2020)
for extracting representative posts for each topical cluster.
We then manually observe each topical cluster and its re-
spective representative post(s) and assign them meta-labels
if observable themes are found in the representative post(s)
of each topical cluster.
Meta-label assigning process: We further explain our ap-
proach of assigning meta-labels using an example in Figure
4 where each stage of the process is illustrated by a stage
number that is shown in a yellow box in the figure. In this
example, our Topic modeler takes all the posts mentioning
the word ‘muzzie’ in stage 1. After ingesting the posts, the
Topic modeler uses the above mentioned methodology to
model posts into topical clusters and their respective repre-
sentative posts in stage 2. Subsequently, in stage 3, a human
evaluator examines the content of the topical clusters and
their respective representative posts and decides if a label
can be assigned to a particular topical cluster(s) based on
the consistency of the “theme” (subject) being exhibited in
the representative posts.

Based on the methodology described in Figure 4 we per-
form topical clustering on posts that contain five most men-
tioned AS and IP terms individually. We show our results in
Tables 4a & 4b where each row depicts results from topic
modeling for posts containing individual terms and columns

such as Topic 1, Topic 2 up to Topic 5 refer to top five ‘top-
ical clusters’ respectively. The topical clusters are assigned
topic numbers based on how many posts are part of that par-
ticular cluster. Example, Topic 1 is a topical cluster com-
posed of highest number of posts followed by Topic 2 and
so on. Each cell in the column of a topical cluster shows the
“most important terms” belonging to that respective topical
cluster. The colors of the topical cluster (cells) indicates that
using manual assessment a meta-label for the cluster was as-
signed.

In Table 4a we observe the results from topic analysis of
five most mentioned AS terms. We see that the topics re-
lated to these terms almost always reference names of coun-
tries, religious traditions, names of antisemitic archetypes
and tropes like hitler, holocaust. Specifically, based on the
meta labels we observe that a theme (colored blue) related
to term ‘kike’ signifies the theme of posts which reference
‘Donald Trump as a secret jewish person or a jewish agent’.
We also observe the theme (colored in green) related to
‘kike’,‘goyim’ and ‘jewry’ that often references religious
Antisemitic tropes by referring to ‘Christianity as a religion
created and controlled by jewish people’, ‘Jesus Christ as
being jewish agent’. Similarly, we observe that the terms
‘shlomo’ and ‘juden’ feature topics (in yellow) that refer to
the subject of holocaust denial. The theme (colored pink)
connotes ethno-racial AS tropes such as ‘White people /
white countries being superior because of their non-Jewish
history’. We also note that the terms ‘goyim’ and ‘jewry’
are highly spoken in theme (colored in brown) that refers
to the ‘controlling of non-jewish people (especially political
governments/media) across the world by a (supposed) jew-
ish elite’. Additionally, ‘juden’ also features a topic (in grey
color) that contains posts that refer to ‘Jordan Peterson’ in
an antisemitic word play replacing the word Jordan with the
word ‘Juden’ (word for jewish people in German). Overall,
it is noticeable that many topical clusters do not feature meta
labels. We believe this reflects the diversity of contexts and
themes in which a particular term is used in the /pol/ com-
munity.

From Table 4b we observe the results from topic analy-
sis of five most mentioned IP terms. We see that the top-
ics related to these terms almost always reference names of
religious traditions, countries, islamophobic, antisemitic or
racist symbolism ( with usage of terms like “nigger”, “sand-
nigger” consistently). Specifically, based on meta labels, we
can see that for the term ‘shitskin’, features multiple topi-
cal clusters regarding the theme (orange color) about ‘White
supremacy and racism against people of color’ (RAPOC).
There also occurs a topic with theme (cyan color) that ref-
erences religious IP trope focused on “muslims as a non
western and non-white people” (MNWP). Similarly, for the
term ‘paki’ we note that four topics out of five (in orange
color) shows themes of RAPOC. This signifies that islamo-
phobic tropes that reference the term ‘paki’ are often com-
posed of RAPOC. We also note that the topical clusters for
the term ‘sandnigger’ dominantly features the themes about
RAPOC. This signifies a preference about the racist usage of
this term among the users on /pol/. This term also features
themes related to MNWP and a theme (red color) features



Antisemitic tropes together with racial hatred against mid-
dle eastern people (arabs). Finally, we note that the term
‘muzzies’ features a topic (in purple color) that signifies
“worry about the increasing muslims population in the UK”
which is concurs with the increase in anti-muslim hatred in
the UK (Townsend 2019).

Finally, we note with regard to RQ2, our results do reflect
occurrence of contexts and themes associated with the most
mentioned AS and IP terms. However, with exception of the
term “paki” we find that this does not occur very promi-
nently in our dataset. As results from the Table(s) 4 indicate
that a particular term can also occur in many general con-
texts in antisemitic or islamophobic conversations on /pol/.

5 Conclusion
In this work we curated lexical terms related to Antisemitism
and Islamophobia on /pol/ using a methodology that heavily
relies on semantic similarities using Concept Net and word
embeddings. Using these terms, we collected a large dataset
from 4chan’s /pol/ and we assessed the effectiveness of our
lexica and the context of which specific Antisemitic/Islamo-
phobic terms appear on /pol/. Our results to measure how
effective are the terms to capture AS and IP signify that
in terms of overall accuracy of posts labelled our datasets
contain overwhelmingly high AS and IP. We also show that
specific terms are ‘preferred’ by users on /pol/ vis-a-vis the
amount of mentions. Along with this we also note that cer-
tain terms are mentioned in Antisemitic and Islamophobic
posts ‘more’ than others. Results from our contextual analy-
sis and meta labelling of topical clusters results in a low level
understanding of ‘in what context (theme) is a term used’.
We found usage of certain terms tied to specific themes of
conversations.

Limitations. In this work we have majorly relied on man-
ual evaluations. Given the limitations of manual annotations
based methodologies we cannot claim to have captured the
“full” discourse regarding AS and IP on /pol/. Specifically,
we acknowledge that future works may undertake our ap-
proaches and utilize multiple annotators and qualitatively
assess larger samples. This can help in improving the work
that aims to understand pejoratives related to AS and IP or
other hateful phenomena at a lower level. Also, our analysis
focuses on a single fringe Web community, namely, /pol/.
Future work should evaluate the use of our lexica on other
communities and potentially expand our lexica by using se-
mantic similarity techniques like the ones presented in this
work.
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